
Monday Night Raw – July 12,
1999: Now That’s A Blood Feud
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Monday Night Raw
Date: July 12, 1999
Location: Freedom Hall, Louisville, Kentucky
Attendance: 14,573
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler

We’re coming up on Fully Loaded and that means we need a card, though I’d
settle for things slowing down a bit so I can keep track of what’s going
on around here. The shows are at their usual breakneck pace and that
means very little can make an impact. Undertaker vs. Steve Austin is
rolling along, though the battle over DX doesn’t have quite the same
steam. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Here’s Austin to open things up with a contract in his pocket. His
attorneys (Austin shouldn’t have attorneys) have drawn up a contract for
a first blood match at Fully Loaded so Vince can come out here and sign
it. Here’s Vince in a wheelchair, after having been in a car wreck on the
Fourth of July. As you might expect, WWE doesn’t explain why he was fine
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last week on the fifth of July. Vince is hesitant to sign as he needs to
pull out his glasses first. There’s something fishy here though so Austin
has to sign it first.

That’s fine with Austin, though he wants back a certain piece of
property: the Smoking Skull belt. Vince doesn’t seem to know what to do
so violence is threatened. Before anything happens, Kane’s music goes off
and Austin looks at the entrance, only to have Undertaker come up from
behind with the Smoking Skull belt to the head. You can see Austin
blading so the blood is flowing in a hurry. Vince pulls out a pen and has
Undertaker fill it with Austin’s blood so the contract can be signed.
Cool visual, if not a little over the top.

Post break Austin tells the medics to hurry up because he has stuff to do
tonight.

Edge vs. Gangrel

Gangrel tries a cheap shot but gets punched down for his efforts. Some
more right hands in the corner have Gangrel in more trouble so he bails
to the floor, only to get caught with a baseball slide. Back in and
Edge’s top rope hurricanrana is countered into a sitout powerbomb in a
good looking landing. Gangrel hammers away as JR is doing a very solid
job of pushing this as a battle of two people who actually matter. You
don’t get that enough in modern times as the wrestlers are often ignored
for the sake of anything else the announcers can do to waste time.

Gangrel gets two off a DDT and we hit the chinlock. That doesn’t last
long as Gangrel goes up top so Edge catches him with a neckbreaker back
down. A spear connects for no cover as Gangrel heads up the ramp, where
the circle of fire is still on the stage. Gangrel actually wins the
slugout and knocks Edge through the hole and that’s the match.

Rating: C-. This was actually a perfectly fine little match until the
lame ending. My guess is this is going to set up some bad gimmick match
involving fire and blood, but it’s a good sign that they’ve figured out
to push Edge as the star of the team. The fans have taken to him and it’s
a smart move to break up the trio and go with what is almost guaranteed
to work.



Austin tells the doctor to get him fixed up because he has violence to
tend to tonight.

Jesse Ventura will be at Summerslam.

DX’s music plays but we cut to the back where Road Dogg and X-Pac tar and
feather the Fink for turning them into the cops last week. X-Pac talks
about Billy Gunn and Chyna wanting the rights to DX, so they can come try
to take it at Fully Loaded. Road Dogg isn’t happy either but here’s Kane
(actually here this time) to cut them off. X-Pac gets straight to the
point and wants to know what Kane’s deal is.

He’s letting Undertaker manipulate him again and if Kane is having
anything to do with Undertaker, X-Pac is out. Cue HHH, Chyna and Billy
Gunn to beat them down, drawing in Undertaker for the save. Undertaker
gets in Kane’s face and says he’d never ask his brother to change. X-Pac
isn’t sure what to think as Undertaker leaves. Kane walks halfway to
Undertaker but stops without making his intentions clear. For this era,
that’s putting the brakes on for a change and taking their time.

Godfather/Val Venis vs. Hardy Boyz

Godfather and Venis are challenging after costing the Hardys a match last
night on Heat. Before the match, Venis says he’s like Mick Foley: hard to
beat and never wanting to stay down. Val gets driven into the corner to
start and Jeff takes his shirt off for his own hip swiveling. An atomic
drop gets Val out of trouble and it’s off to Godfather for a Death Valley
Driver into the Money Shot, drawing in Michael Hayes with a belt shot to
the back for the DQ.

The Hardys pose on the ramp and get jumped by the Acolytes with Venis and
Godfather making the save for no logical reason.

HHH, Chyna and Gunn say they’re the real DX and they own everything
associated with the team. A six person tag is set up for tonight.

Tori video, featuring her disrobed on a bed with words like Passion
written on her. Ok then.

Here are Jeff Jarrett and Debra for a chat. Jeff wants more respect from



the fans or Debra and the puppies are staying in his doghouse. This
brings out Austin, with a huge bandage wrapped around his head, for a
Stunner to get rid of Jeff. Austin wants Undertaker tonight with no rules
and no referee with anything going. Instead he gets Big Show, who says if
Austin wants Undertaker, he’ll have to face Kane as well. Since that’s
the case, Show might as well team up with Austin to fight the monsters.
Austin seems cool with the idea and goes to leave so Jarrett gets back
up, only to take another Stunner.

HHH/Chyna/Billy Gunn vs. Road Dogg/X-Pac/Kane

Actually hang on as there’s no Kane. HHH offers to let them walk right
now if they give up the rights to DX but X-Pac isn’t going there.
Instead, here’s a replacement.

HHH/Chyna/Billy Gunn vs. Road Dogg/X-Pac/The Rock

Well that works for a tag partner. Rock hammers away on HHH in the corner
to start and runs him over with the clothesline. The jumping knee to the
face cuts Rock off and HHH hammers away in the corner. Rock’s swinging
neckbreaker gets him out of trouble so Gunn makes a save and knocks Rock
outside. That means a beating for Rock on the floor because they’ve done
enough wrestling here so far.

Back in and Gunn hammers away on Rock but the Stinger Splash misses. The
beating continues, which is quite the odd idea as you would expect Rock
to be the one on the apron for the hot tag. HHH comes back in for the
sleeper and takes it to the mat to slow things down. Back up and Rock
Samoan drops his way to freedom and it’s the hot tag to Dogg (kind of an
odd choice) for snap jabs to everyone.

The pumphandle slam (with the hip thrusts that would get Dogg fired
today) hits Gunn and Chyna gets punched in the jaw as everything breaks
down. The X-Factor gets two on Gunn and the saving HHH is knocked to the
floor. Rock is fine enough to hit the People’s Elbow for the pin on Gunn.

Rating: D+. Somehow that’s one of the best matches the show has had in a
little while, mainly because of the (slightly) extended time the match
received. It also helps having the bigger stars in there, but I can’t



shake the feeling of barely knowing what’s going on. Everything moves so
fast around here that even the bigger matches like this feel like they
just come and go. That’s not good and it doesn’t seem to be getting any
better anytime soon.

Droz is ready for an evening gown match, but first he has to wax his
bikini line.

Undertaker is talking to Kane in the back.

Droz vs. Al Snow

Non-title and an Evening Gown match because that’s funny. Actually hang
on as Snow wants this to be a HARDCORE Evening Gown match. How an Evening
Gown match has DQ’s and countouts in the first place isn’t clear but
neither is the sanity in this whole thing. Droz hits him in the head with
some piece of metal and it’s already time for the table. The powder to
the face gets Snow out of trouble….and there’s a breast lock. I’ll let
you figure that one out as Snow finds tongs. One grab to Droz is enough
for Snow to strip him for the win. I think this speaks for itself.

Post match, Snow caves his head in with a chair shot and then puts Droz
through the table. We’re not done yet though as Prince Albert comes out
with a hammer and drives a railroad spike into Head.

Earlier today, a very country sounding doctor tells Mark Henry that his
blood pressure is 190/120.

Here are the Acolytes, who are scheduled to face Henry and D’Lo Brown, to
call Henry and Brown cowards. They want replacements for a fight RIGHT
NOW…and here’s Hardcore Holly. He says he’s the Big Shot as a fan tells
them to “kiss and make love”. Holly slaps Bradshaw and the beatdown is
on. The Acolytes destroy him with ease until Holly kicks the steps into
Faarooq’s face. Cue the Big Show for a save and to carry Holly to the
back, even though Holly says he had them.

On GTV, Joey Abs hits on Stephanie McMahon but gets shut down.

Test vs. Mean Street Posse



Gauntlet match. Test beats them up before the bell and drops an elbow on
Pete Gas for the pin in what I’d presume is a hurry. Gas gets in a low
blow before he leaves so Rodney comes in and gets powerbombed. The big
boot and pumphandle powerslam finish Rodney so Joey is the last man in.
Some shots in the corner are shrugged off and Test hits a powerslam,
drawing in Shane for the brawl. Now it’s Steve Blackman coming to the
ring to take Test apart as the match is thrown out somewhere in there,
though it was much more a segment than anything else.

Ken Shamrock comes in to go after Blackman, who runs into the crowd. The
Posse gets back up and wrap a chair around Test’s ankle. Stephanie runs
in as well to go after Shane, who elbows her in the face by mistake.
Shane panics and carries her to the back like Superman carrying
Supergirl. You know that’s how they think of each other.

Back from a break and we look at Shane elbowing Stephanie, making it seem
like she got shot.

Shamrock and Blackman fought even more during the break.

Undertaker says he and Kane are together again because blood is thicker
than water. Speaking of blood, he’s busting Austin open and might even
drink from the cut. Kane had his back to the camera and never said
anything.

In something I’ve been waiting on, the COUNTDOWN TO THE MILLENNIUM clock
appears. I would say it’s a big deal if you’re not familiar with it….but
does anyone not know what that is?

Undertaker/Kane vs. Big Show/Steve Austin

The fight is on before Austin is here so you can imagine the chants. My
guess would be WE WANT FISH but the glass shatters before I can be sure.
Austin, who looks so strange with his head bandaged, chokes Undertaker on
the ramp while the other two giants fight at ringside. As JR is in awe of
Show’s hands, Undertaker throws Austin off the stage in a bump we don’t
see. But did you know Show’s hands are like typewriters???

Austin gets backdropped on the floor and Undertaker hits him in the ribs



with a lighting structure. Some choking puts Undertaker down but Austin
takes him to the ring for the Thesz press. With Kane and Show nowhere to
be seen (and they’re hard to miss), Austin unhooks a turnbuckle pad and
hammers away with right hands in the corner. Everyone is back now and
it’s Undertaker and Austin brawling on the floor all over again.

Show chokeslams Kane as Austin and Undertaker get inside as well with
Undertaker breaking up a cover. Yes a cover, because they’re pretending
this is a wrestling match. Kane pops back up with a wrench to Show’s back
and it’s time for some double choking on Austin. There’s a chokeslam on
Austin and the bandage comes off in the process.

That’s good for two with Show making the save so Undertaker chokes Austin
some more. A chair shot misses though and Austin drops Undertaker but
Kane beats him up in the corner. Austin is busted open again but snaps
off a Stunner to put Kane away as Undertaker watches from the ramp.

Rating: C. I don’t know what this was as a match but it was an
entertaining brawl and that’s what they were going for. Or given how
insane this show has been for a long time now, you never can quite tell.
The violence was good and they did a good job with Undertaker vs. Austin,
though Show and Kane were just kind of there on the side. To be fair
though, that’s the point of a tag match like this.

Overall Rating: D. I know this is the dark period you have to get through
before you get to the great stuff next year but egads these shows are
just hard to watch. It’s not so much that the shows are terrible (though
they’re not great) but they’re just so all over the place with some dumb,
dumb stuff (Droz vs. Snow jumps off the page) and stuff that feels like
it’s just filler (Show helping Holly and then teaming with Austin?) that
it’s hard to defend the things. They’re not the worst, but my goodness
these things are such messes.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
paperback edition of KB’s Complete 2003 Smackdown Reviews
(also available as an e-book) from Amazon. Check out the
information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2018/09/07/new-book-kbs-complete
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And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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